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Remembering the fallen
Marion Co. officials observe anniversary of Farmington Mine Disaster
by John Mark Shaver
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FARMINGTON, W.Va. (WV
News) — When an explosion at
the Consol No. 9 Mine in Farmington echoed through the hollows of Marion County on Nov.
20, 1968, killing 78 men in the
process, locals didn’t know the
national impact the disaster
would have.
Now, 52 years later, officials are
remembering the sacrifices those
78 men made, and the significance their deaths had on the future of coal mining.
Del. Mike Caputo, former vice
president of the United Mine
Workers of America International District 31, explained why the
explosion — known now as the
Farmington Mine Disaster — is
so important to West Virginia
and United States history.
“This certainly wasn’t the
worst disaster in terms of miners
who were killed in an explosion,
and it certainly wasn’t the first,”
Caputo said. “What was different
about this one was that, thanks
to the media, people all over the
state and all over the world, quite
frankly, saw what was happening
in Farmington through satellite
imagery. …
“The world saw what had been
happening for years in the coal
fields. There were explosions and
deaths in a lot of operations. …
This was the first time people
saw those tragedies.”
National coverage of the disaster in part led to the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of
1969.
The act requires two annual inspections of every surface
coal mine and four at every un-
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Rick Altman, vice president of District 31 of the
UMWA, welcomes everyone to a ceremony honoring the 78 victims of the
Farmington Mine disaster
in 2019.
derground mine, in addition to
instituting fines and other penalties for safety violations, with
legal action to be taken if violations are determined to be done
knowingly.
The act also laid out basic safety and health procedures, and
those who were permanently affected by mine-caused diseases
like black lung were compensated accordingly.
However, Caputo stressed that
the act would have never been
passed if it weren’t for the families of those who died in the explosion.
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Each year, hundreds of people gather
at the Farmington Mine Memorial in
Mannington to honor the 78 miners
who lost their lives in the Nov. 20, 1968
explosion at the Consol No. 9 Mine.

